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Text S1. Retrieval of Fmax data for CAFA3 human targets.  For Figure 2 in the main text, we 

plot the Fmax values of COFACTOR (Zhang-Freddolino lab), Naïve and BLAST using 

supplementary data accompanying the CAFA3 report 

(https://figshare.com/articles/Supplementary_data/8135393). Within the above-mentioned 

CAFA3 supplementary data folder, the six spreadsheets for these Fmax values are located within 

supplementary_data/cafa3/sheets/ and have the following filenames: 

mfo_HUMAN_type1_mode1_all_fmax_sheet.csv 

mfo_HUMAN_type2_mode1_all_fmax_sheet.csv 

bpo_HUMAN_type1_mode1_all_fmax_sheet.csv 

bpo_HUMAN_type2_mode1_all_fmax_sheet.csv 

cco_HUMAN_type1_mode1_all_fmax_sheet.csv 

cco_HUMAN_type2_mode1_all_fmax_sheet.csv 

In the filenames, “type1” and “type2” are for “No knowledge” and “Limited Knowledge” 

targets, respectively. In each spreadsheet, the performance of COFACTOR (Zhang-Freddolino 

Lab), Naïve and BLAST are identified by the “M138”, “BN7U”, and “BB7U” labels, 

respectively. We did not show the performance of other CAFA3 teams because we were not 

informed of their respective labels in the spreadsheets, due to restrictions imposed by CAFA data 

anonymity policy. 

For Figure 3, the Fmax for each target is calculated using ground truth GO terms listed under 

the cafa3/benchmark20171115.tar. 
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Figure S1. (A) Graphic explanation of Fmax, the standard metric for evaluating the overlap 

between of the set of predicted GO terms (the two red and green rectangles on the top) and the 

set of ground-truth GO terms (usually being experimental annotations in UniProt/neXtProt, the 

two red and cyan rectangles on the left). The big square represents all possible GO terms. 

Precision is the portion of predicted GO terms that are correct (the set of ground-truth GO 

terms), and recall is the portion of ground-truth standard terms that are predicted. (B) For the 

same protein, the set of “predicted” GO terms depends on the C-score cutoff t ranging between 0 

and 1, and less stringent cutoff (smaller t value) results in larger set of predicted terms (bigger 

area for the two rectangles on the top), which makes both precision and recall dependent on the 

C-score cutoff t as well. The harmonic average of precision and recall is called F1 score, whose 

maximum over the entire range of t is Fmax. 
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Figure S2. Fmax versus features of target protein in time-elapsed set of 8 and 22 proteins with 

MF and BP GO terms by UniProt/neXtProt. Inside each figure legend, the two numbers are the 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) between Fmax and target protein feature, followed by 

the p-value of PCC. 
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Figure S3. I-TASSER model of human JMJD7 (yellow cartoon) superposed to (A) its native 

structure (PDB ID 5nfn Chain A), (B) a human tRNA hydrolase (PDB ID 3al5 Chain B), and (C) 

a human hypoxia-inducible factor-asparagine dioxygenase (PDB ID 4b7e Chain A) in yellow 

blue cartoons. The JMJD7 ligand binding site (dashed inset) shows the COFACTOR predicted 

ligands, including Fe2+ ion (red sphere) and 2-oxoglutarate (magenta stick), both of which are 

known to participate in the catalytic activity of JMJD7.  
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Figure S4. I-TASSER model of TTC39B (yellow cartoons) superposed to three subunits of 

Apc/C (5a31 Chain F, J, P in red, blue, and magenta cartoons, respectively) with TM-scores 

ranging from 0.66 to 0.76. Subunits of this complex are involved in regulation and catalysis of 

protein ubiquitination.  
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Table S1. Comparison of our function annotation by I-TASSER/COFACTOR and by 

UniProt/neXtProt curation for the 25 uPE1 proteins with newly provided function annotation in 

neXtProt release 2019-01-11.  

(a) An asterisk (*) marks a target if our free-text annotation (see below) matches neXtProt free 
text annotation (obtained from release 2019-01-11). For each target, we manually assign a 
free-text annotation based on specific GO term predicted by our automatic I-
TASSER/COFACTOR pipeline. #2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 15, 19, 23 are marked by asterisks. 

(b) A plus (+) marks a target whose Fmax for either MF or BP is >0.5 but the free-text 
annotation does not match. Fmax for MF/BP quantitatively measures the consistency 
between COFACTOR predicted GO terms and neXtProt curated GO terms. "NA", or not 
applicable, means neXtProt did not assign GO term for a target. #6 is marked by a plus. The 
table is ranked in descending order of Fmax. 

(c) Since there are usually many GO terms predicted for a target protein by our pipeline, we only 
show the GO term used to derive our free-text annotation. The criteria for selection of these 
GO terms are explained in “Manual free-text function interpretation” section in the main text. 
These GO terms are not necessarily the same as the set of GO terms for Fmax calculation, 
which are shown at https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COFACTOR2/nx2019addition/
GOterm.html#2. Due to page limitation, the full set of predicted GO terms for each target is 
available separately at https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COFACTOR/nx2019addition/
GOterm.html#3. 

(d) In the last column, phrases at top are free-text annotations, followed by MF and BP GO 
terms. Red shades indicate free-text phrases consistent between I-TASSER/COFACTOR 
prediction and neXtProt annotation.  
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